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    1 TOADA (CLAUDIO NUCCI)  2 LINDA FLOR (AI IOIO) (HENRIQUE VOGELER)   3 SEGUE
TEU DESTINO (SUELI COSTA)   4 VILAREJO (MARISA MONTE)   5 LUZ DO SOL
(CAETANO VELOSO)   6 BRASILEIRINHO (WALDIR AZEVEDO)   7 DINDI (ANTONIO
CARLOS (TOM) JOBIM)   8 CHOVENDO NA ROSEIRA (JOBIM)   9 BALADA DE UM LOUCO
(ARNALDO BAPTISTA)   10 TICO TICO (ZEQUINHA DE ABREU)   11 FALANDO DE AMOR
(JOBIM)  12 ROSA (PIXINGUINHA)  13 POR TODA MINHA VIDA (JOBIM)    Viktoria Mullova
(violin)  Matthew Barley (cello)   Paul Clarvis (percussion)  Luis Guello (drums, percussion) 
Carioca Freitas (guitar)    

 

  

Brazil and everything Brazilian is going to be very much in the news in 2014 with the World Cup
taking place there. Brazilian music and the spirit of Rio will be everywhere, so Viktoria Mullova’s
new album ‘Stradivarius in Rio’ arrives at just the right time!

  

Working with musicians from Rio and London, Viktoria has selected 13 wonderfully evocative
songs from some of the great composers of Brazilian popular music including Caetano Veloso
and Antonio Carlos Jobim, to name just two. All the songs are heard in stunning new
arrangements and you will be surprised at how many you know. 'Stradivarius in Rio' is a
wonderfully evocative album that captures the sound and spirit of Rio and its unique music. ---
prestoclassical.co.uk

  

 

  

Viktoria Mullova and friends capture the spirit and atmosphere of Rio in this collection of songs
by some of the greatest Brazilian popular music composers of the 20th century such as Claudio
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Nucci, Antonio Carlos Jobim and Caetano Veloso. Joined by musicians from Rio and the UK in
superb new arrangements of classic Brazilian songs, Stradivarius in Rio is a wonderfully
uplifting album that will transport you in an instant to exotic, sultry, vibrant, colourful and
romantic Rio! --- onyxclassics.com
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